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COYOTES
This long-overdue sign was recently posted less than two blocks from
Barnwater Cats' shelter. This explains where all of the shelter's feral cats
have gone. In spring 2012, Marina (now Lulu) and three of her four
kittens were the last feral cats rescued in the area. Last kitten Solo had
been TNR'd and within 10 days was gone. That's when we realized that
we probably had coyotes. The following story details the first time since
Marina that Kris has been able to rescue a feral cat.

FERAL KITTEN RESCUED FROM COYOTES, by Kris Field
For several weeks I have been trying to trap a little feral girl in my back
yard. Friday August 17 I saw a black cat on my porch and Saturday the
18th I saw a young grey kitty and a tortie in my back yard. I fear that the
coyote got the young black kitty and the grey baby, but my tortie was still
there. She is totally trap savvy and will not go near it.
I started playing with her using a toy on a stick . . . every day for hours. And last night a friend saw the
coyote two blocks from my back yard, crossing the street. Knowing her days were numbered, I stepped
up the play. I managed to lure her into the kitchen with the back door propped partially open. She came
and went for about half an hour, walking down the steps to the door to the basement, and back up and
into the kitchen. Finally, when she went back down the stairs, I closed the back door. Of course she
freaked, but I had all three rooms closed off except the back bedroom (Mufasa's) and she ran into it in
her attempt to get out of the window. She knew the window view from the other side, as it looks onto
the top of the cat habitat where she spent most of her days. She stayed on the windowsill while I sat in
the chair and talked to her. After a few hours, she played with the toy--the one that saved her life.
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Taz eating outside. Taz living on the roof of the outdoor cat habitat.
grass.

Taz on the shelter's back yard
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So, now the real work begins. She already knows me, so if I can tame her, that would be great. If not, then at
least she will not be eaten by a coyote or frozen in a snowstorm. She seems to be about 4-6 months old and is a
tortie that I have named Taz. This is one lucky little girl. Thank you Kitty Angels for all of your help.
This is one of my more dramatic rescues. I must say, please put us in your prayers. I am so grateful neither of us
was injured, but it will be awhile before she can be spayed or microchipped, vaccinated or leukemia tested.
Fortunately, a fecal test came back negative. Donations are sorely needed, not just for Taz, but for our recent vet
bills that total over $4,000 (ultrasounds, amputation, x-rays, kidney failure, pancreatitis, blood panels, etc.).

On top of the cat run, looking down at the food near the trap.

Checking out the food in the trap.

Taz looking through the window to the downstairs living
room.

Kris props open the back door and lures Taz in to the
shelter's kitchen with a toy.

UPDATE

Taz in her room
at the shelter. All
photos on these 2
pages are by Kris
Field.

Kris has spent a lot of time with Taz and has been surprised and exceedingly pleased to make so much progress
with her in such a short time, less than two months. She seems to be comfortable with Kris but has not been
exposed to many strangers yet. She has just been spayed and leukemia tested (negative). The vet said she is in
great condition, weighs 6 pounds and is about 18 months old.
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2012 will go down on the books as the worst year on record for Colorado wildfires. The Waldo
Canyon fire was the most destructive wildfire in Colorado history. The blaze destroyed 18,247
acres and caused the evacuation of over 32,000 residents June 27th and claimed the lives of
two people.
All through this horrific burn, firefighters and animal rescue personnel battled heat, fatigue,
thirst and fear, trying to save the animals as well as property. Among the organizations and
heroes who deployed to help the animals were American Humane Association, PetAid Disaster
Services, and the Humane Society of the Pikes Peak Region.

Hello again everyone.
This is Honeybear,
Emergency/Disaster
Liaison and Pet Lead
for BCRO, writing to
you from the BCRO
headquarters.

These groups set up an emergency shelter for animals at Cheyenne Mountain High School.
Kris went out on a short deployment with the Colorado Veterinary Medical Reserve Corps. Her
job was to walk the dogs in the morning and evening and to clean cages and feed kitties in the
emergency trailer. She slept on a cot outside the trailer and guarded the door, while a brave
Colorado Springs police officer guarded her and all other volunteers who also had the 8 p.m. to
8 a.m. shift. With all the pet food donations, there was a very real chance of bear encounters.
These organizations partnered with the Humane Society of the Pikes Peak Region in Colorado
Springs to provide veterinary support to their facility and to care for the animals affected by the
Waldo fire. HSPPR provided shelter for 439 animals during the fire. Additionally, PetAid
Disaster Services arranged for veterinarians and technicians from the Colorado Veterinary
Medical Reserve Corps to perform health exams and to oversee the general health of the
animals being sheltered.
Big Paw Salute to everyone who assisted in this massive effort: American Humane
Association, PetAid Disaster Services, Colorado Veterinary Medical Reserve Corps (led,
trained and deployed by Deborah Foote), Pikes Peak Humane, the American Red Cross, the
Salvation Army and the El Paso County Sheriff's Department, who provided protection for all
of the responders. May God bless all of you.

CART volunteers and Diane Robinson, AHA
(center), take a break. Photo by Kris Field.

Emergency trailer used to shelter cats
during the Waldo Canyon fire.
Photo by Kris Field.

Kris as volunteer with Colorado Veterinary
Medical Reserve Corps, Tracy Reis (then
National Director, Emergency Animal
Services, AHA), and a local CART
volunteer. Photo by Dean Berenbaum.

WE'RE NOT JUST ABOUT CAT RESCUING . . .
Long-time Barnwater Cats volunteer Rhonda Green, our web guru, loves all animals. She and her family have
cats and horses and dogs . . . Here's an email from her from earlier this year about some lucky dogs:
"I've 'rescued' 3 dogs so far this year. First there was Coco--running loose, came right up to me outside. The
house next door to us is vacant, so I caught her and put her next door. I gave her water, food and treats, and
finally her owners returned my call and went to get her. Next was Sophie and her friend whose name I didn't
see. Same story: they were running loose and I caught them, put them in the backyard of the house next door
and left the owners a message. It's not much, but at least I'm saving them from getting hit by a car, caught by
animal control and perhaps never found, or abused from some unsavory individual who might find amusement
in torturing a found dog. I know those people are out there. Fortunately, I've never met a dog who didn't like me,
and I don't go chasing dogs, I watch their body language and wait for them to come to me."
Way to go Rhonda! And we just heard that Rhonda has opened a shop on Etsy. There's not much on the website
yet, but more is coming soon. Think Christmas! Her website is:
http://www.etsy.com/shop/GreenHandmade?ref=shop_sugg.
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MEDICAL UPDATE ON MUFASA, by Kris Field
On or about October 9th around 8:30 a.m., Mufasa had an incident of
some kind and was barely able to walk. His gait was unsteady and he
had no balance. I called Margery to come with us to the ER where I
had planned to have him put to sleep. I assumed he had had a stroke.
After speaking with Dr. Rambus and with Mufasa, I decided he was
not yet ready to cross the Bridge. The next day we took him to a
neurologist and her thoughts were that he had either a brain tumor or
an idiopathic vestibular event that could correct itself.
Since that time, he has never given up
and he manages to come down the stairs
to be with me in the computer room in
Mufasa at the shelter. Photo by Kris Field.
the mornings, sitting by my feet while I
work. That his desire to be with me and my family of cats more than he desires to
be limited by a disability has spoken volumes. He is already walking almost 90%
better and gets around just great, uses the litter box fine (I bought him one with
lower sides) and he is eating well. The Kitty Angels really worked hard on this
little boy.
The photo (left) is of his first visit into the cat habitat, the day after the event,
where he is enjoying the sunshine, real grass and catnip that did not come out of a
bag!
Mufasa in the cat habitat.
Photo by Kris Field.

So, as far as I can see, he is still available for a special forever home. Perhaps that
home might be yours? Please call for an appointment to meet him and perhaps fall
in love with this guy: 303-759-2855.

SARA AVAILABLE FOR ADOPTION
This young cat loves to play and be with people but would be best in a
home without other cats. She was rescued from the Denver animal shelter
euthanasia room. She has been at the shelter for 15 months and is getting
discouraged. Won't you consider looking at her? She has not received one
single inquiry, sadly typical of black cats. Black cats are the first to be
euthanized by shelters, as there is a prejudice against black cats and dogs.
But affectionate Sara is happy all the time and purrs and drools when you
hold or pet her. If you would like to meet her, please call 303-759-2855.

Sara at the shelter. Photo by Kris Field.

GIGI, SOON TO BE AVAILABLE FOR ADOPTION (Yes, Another Black Cat!)
This gal was trapped by Terri Doolittle,
kept in her garage for a week and then
transferred to foster mom Jodee for a
week. When the decision was made to
put her back outside, BCRO stepped in.
She is an adorable kitten, about six
months old, non-aggressive but shy. She
will be available for adoption soon. Call
her current foster mom Margery at 303738-8647 if you would like to meet her.

Frightened Gigi in her
carrier at the vet's after
getting medication. Photo by
Kris Field.
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Feeling safe in foster mom Margery's arms.
Photo by Kris Field.

LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION FOR GRANT REQUEST
Months ago, Kris asked for letters of recommendation to accompany a grant request. These beautiful letters
played heavily in the approval of our upcoming grant from the Lauretta Boyd Charitable Trust.
Wayne & Nancy Winsand: We adopted a cat from Kris at Barnwater Cat Rescue
this January. We had our last cat for 18 years and were broken hearted when we lost
her in September of last year. Originally we went to the Dumb Friends League to
begin our search for a new member of our family, but it was not the right place for
us and we were saddened by that experience. Nancy began an online search for other
options and that is how we found Kris and Barnwater. On our first visit we were
amazed at the facility Kris has in her home for what is obviously her passion, saving
cats from desperate situations.
It is rare to come across a person so dedicated to their cause as is Kris. To see the
incredible care and love she puts into her rescue cats is truly an inspiration. One of
our first impressions was that the overall health of the animals was as good as we
have ever experienced, shown by the shiny coats and calm demeanor of the cats.
The cat we saw, Marina, who we renamed Lulu after adoption, is a great example
of the dedication Kris puts into these animals and the love, care and attention that
she gives them. Lulu is an exceptional cat with excellent health and a great
personality, a huge source of love and entertainment.
I believe that as a society, when we have individuals who show unending
commitment to their cause, we should support their enterprise. Not only for their
cause, but as an example of what we need to preserve in our world. That is, people
who will make great personal sacrifices in order to make the world a better place.
We are so grateful to have found such an amazing organization and for the
experience we had with Kris in adopting our Lulu.

Shelter cat Daisy was
found at about 3 days
old on a lady's car seat
one summer morning.
She took her to a vet
clinic but they were
unable to bottle feed
Daisy for some reason,
so Kris took her in.
Photo by Kris Field.

Diane Robinson, American Humane Association Disaster Services: Kris, it's a
wonderful rescue. I've seen some places with far more people and resources whose
facility is not half as nice as yours. I'm very impressed. I tease you about being a
crazy cat lady but you do a great job. You should be very proud of your facility and
the work you do!
Dorothe Armstrong: I've known Kris Field for over
twenty years. I met her when my son was looking for
someone to baby sit his three cats for an indefinite period.
Kris took them on. Then, when he came to get them, he
asked her to find homes for two of them. This she did.
And when Kris finds homes for her cats, she doesn't just
hand them over to anyone who says "yes, I'd like a cat."
She investigates each household until she's convinced it's
the right home.

Shelter cat Shannon,
thrown out of a moving
truck against the door of a
local shelter. A shelter
volunteer adopted her but
after 2 days decided that
she did not want her after
all and surrendered her to
BCRO.
Photo by Kris Field.

Shelter cat Honeybear,
found roaming Kris's
brother's Texas property
after he died. Honeybear
was ill with Giardia,
upper respiratory
problems and starving.
He later almost died from
heartworms. Photo by
Kris Field.

Kris is deeply involved in working with situations
involving cats that need help. If one reads in the newspaper or hears on the radio or television about a tornado
or hurricane or any other type of disaster anywhere in the
United States, you can be sure that Kris will be there
prepared to do whatever is necessary to aid distressed
animals (mostly cats but other animals are also offered whatever she has to give). I
have stories of her driving halfway across the state to deliver an animal to a, as she
calls it, "forever home." Kris has spent many nights sitting up with a tiny little body
who, without her warm caring hands holding and loving it, would prematurely cross
over the Rainbow Bridge and not know the human care of a "forever home."
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STELLLAAAAA!!! Or How to Find a Cat, by Jean-Marie McDonnell
[Editor's Note: Jean-Marie McDonnell of Daphne, Alabama, was visiting her sister Mell McDonnell and her
friend Ray Kemble here in Denver when Stella escaped June 19, 2012. Jean-Marie worked for many years as a
journalist before becoming a full-time working artist. Recently she won Best of Show for her pet portraits at Art
in the Park in Foley, Alabama. Here's a happy story of a lost and found cat.]
Stella, my sister's Siamese cat, escaped recently. We called Kris Field, director of Barnwater Cats Rescue
Organization, for some tips and we learned that searching for a cat is significantly different from searching for a
dog. "When cats get out, they go only a couple of blocks. She is close by. What we have in our favor is that it is
not a weekend," Kris said. Often on weekends a garage door is left open and a cat gets trapped inside when the
owner leaves, she said. Ask your neighbors to check their garages in the off chance that your cat may have
gotten trapped inside. Ask those living closest to you whether you can search their yards.
Neighborhood children are the best resource, she said. Ask them to keep their eyes open. The best time to look
for a nocturnal animal like a cat is late at night, meaning after 10 p.m. Street noises and the cat's tendency to
sleep during the day (as much as 18 hours) hamper searches during the day, though you should scout the
neighborhood as soon as you see your cat is missing, she said.
Call your cat, then listen. Listen low (that is close to the ground), Kris said. Don't expect her to run to you.
Usually cats hunker down. You need to scour the neighborhood, even your neighbor's property, she said, with
their permission of course. Put your sheets, the cat's bed, T-Shirts--things that smell like you or your cat outside
close to the house to increase your cat's sense that this is where he or she belongs.
Walk flyers door to door to tell the neighbors that if they even have a
sighting to please call. Putting out food and water may not be the best
idea, Kris said. There have been coyote sightings in urban Denver, some
as close as five minutes from our house. Instead, set a critter trap and
check it hourly night and day. If your cat is in the cage, it will be safe.
We did this. "You will catch something though it might not be your
cat," Kris said.
We put up posters and alerted "Home Again," a pet recovery service,
which helps to find pets for a fee. Many rescue organizations microchip
adopted pets as part of the initial fee. We also delivered handwritten
notes with Stella's description describing the urgency of calling us night
or day because of the coyote problem and asked that they let everyone
in the household know. We asked that they check their garage or any
place where she might be trapped. We even suggested they put our card
on the fridge to have our number handy.

Mell with all-but-invisible black cat
Cadi and her Siamese cat Stella, the
night after Stella's rescue.
Photo by Jean-Marie McDonnell.

We told everyone we met--people walking their dogs, strolling with
baby carriages, sitting on their porches--about Stella. We even told the
postman who related that he lost his cat for two weeks. It had been locked in someone's garage who had gone on
vacation. A neighbor about two-thirds of a block down the way called in the afternoon to let us know she had
seen a cat fitting Stella's description twice that morning on her porch. The neighbor had our phone number from
the posters. We looked all through her yard to no avail and then knocked on her neighbor's door. A pretty young
woman named Danielle answered and said she would keep a look out for her. That evening, we planned to do a
systematic search street by street.
The cell phone rang. "We think we have your cat!" It was Danielle. Mark, her husband, had answered the door
to speak to a salesman and noticed out of the corner of his eye a cat crossing the street. "A Siamese!" he thought.
He walked over and Stella came to him.
In retrospect, we could have focused much closer to home, but I don't regret putting posters much further afield.
They were a constant reminder to anyone driving home that someone was missing a cat. Probably Danielle
mentioned we had been by to Mark who had already seen the poster. It would have been so easy for him to not
notice the cat, but the repeated message worked! Stella is back, but it was a long 24 hours.
Kris says it was the Kitty Angels who brought Stella back. We think it was the Kitty Angels who gave us Kris.
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KRIS'S RESPONSE TO JEAN-MARIE'S STORY
As I told Mell, you did what you were told to do and you got favorable results . . . most people do not know
what to do and by the time they figure it out, it is too late. Most shelters in Colorado have menu type phones and
you never get to talk to a real person or they refer you to a website. In my opinion, that is not the same thing as
talking one on one with a real person. That is why I am exhausted all the time and so very busy: I get a zillion
calls a day. And I have made it my life's work to try to answer each call and to hand write every thank you card
for any and all donations or kindnesses.
You totally rock, both you and your sister are great and so welcome in my life!!

KITTY CHRISTMAS…TO BE OR NOT TO BE, by Kris Field
On July 10th I woke up and was completely deaf in my left ear and so dizzy that I could barely stand. I was
taken by a friend to the emergency room where I spent 8 hours having medical tests, including a brain MRI. The
doctor thought I had Menier's disease. Subsequent exams and hearing tests by ear specialists revealed that I did
not have Menier's. They agreed that I had an inner ear virus of some kind and that I would eventually get better
but that it would take a while.
I started out with a walker, crawling around on the floor to feed the cats and
clean litter boxes. Then I graduated to a cane, and now I walk unaided, but I am
still pretty dizzy. Needless to say, day-to-day living is a huge challenge--it is
like having had four beers before trying to do income taxes and shelter budgets.
Until I can better gage this major health issue and possible recovery, I am not
going to set a date for the Holiday Bazaar. I am hoping to have it, as we are
beyond broke and desperately need the funds; but I am too dizzy to set it up or
plan it at this date. And as soon as I recover from the dizziness, I will be
preparing for my hernia surgery; but I cannot have that done until I am fully
recovered from the inner ear problems.
The other problem is that the shelter is totally full. All three rooms have cats and we
have two cats in foster care, so we would only have the one room for merchandise. My
plan at this time is to keep the decision on hold until I am certain one way or another.
At that time, if we are "on," we will send flyers to everyone's email address. If you are
receiving this by mail and we do not have your email address, please send it to us or
call the shelter starting on November 15th at 303-759-2855.
Please consider increasing your donation this year if you are able. With no fall yard
sale and perhaps no Holiday Bazaar, we will be about $4,000 in the hole, as we already
have over $4,000 in vet bills to date.
Thanks everyone. We all appreciate your support and wish you the very best of the holiday season and the
upcoming New Year. You are all the wind beneath our wings.
And thank you to all of my friends who have assisted me in some very important ways during this time when I
have been unable to drive myself or my cats to doctors, vet appointments, errands, and so on: Dr. Cindy Kryjak,
Janice, Sunny, Elizabeth, Margery, Sherri and the Feline Fix, Jean, Linette, Lora, Diane, Dr. Erica Rambus, Dr.
Scholnick and her staff at Pets on Broadway Animal Clinic and Dr. Meriam Tadros and her staff, especially
Maria, at Evans East Animal Clinic.
Additionally, I wish to thank Eluise Marvin, Margery Smith (wonderful kitty foster mom) and Elizabeth
DiPaolo (extraordinary grant writer and friend to all animals), Kathy Lehr and Gay Dickerson whose
unwavering patience and gift of time has enabled me to stay in my own home during this long recovery, and to
care for all of my cats and the shelter cats without pausing even one single beat.
And thank you also to my American Red Cross Disaster Action Team (DAT), the Mile High Chapter, for
covering for me when I could not drive to the disaster site. Thank you team members Louise Schoch and Mark
Miesen, Co-Captain Steve Watts and awesome Jurisdictional Lead Tom Marucco. You guys rock!
Big Paw Salute to all of you and to anyone I may have accidentally left out, I apologize profusely. Just
remember, I am still dizzy!
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RECENT DONATIONS TO THE SHELTER OF $10 OR MORE as of October 22, 2012
Without your support, there would be no cat shelter. Every donation goes directly to the cats for vet care,
food, shelter and all the other associated costs of running a shelter such as insurance, utilities and
maintenance.

Lions ($1,000 or more), Linette Erickson, Eluise Marvin, Eileen Shellman
Tigers ($500 or more), Liz Drennen
Jaguars ($200 or more), Cathy Comstock, Valerie Crites, Lora Mozer, Jean Van Loan
Leopards ($100 or more), Jackie Clark, Gay Dickerson, Terri Doolittle, Carole Horton, JJ & Lorna,
Barbara Johnson, Eva Keleti, Lisa Mendelsberg, Tana Pittman, Margery Smith, Dr. Terese Snowden,
Annette and Mike Stearman, Diana Stone, Barbara Walker, Diana Whelen

Ocelots ($50 or more), Jeannine Donohoe, Justin Loerwald, Donna Marino, Ann Martinez,
Mell McDonnell, Susan Payne, Cynthia Seafoss

Margays ($10 or more), Anonymous, Jolene Burnett, Kellie Cremer, Dena Culver, Elizabeth DiPaolo,
Susan Herrera, Linda Martin, Mary Woodard

MANY THANKS TO MANY PEOPLE
A Big Paw Salute goes to Eileen Shellman, Linette Erickson and Eluise Marvin for their outstanding and
unprecedented donations that enabled BCRO to provide exceptional emergency medical services for two
of our elderly cats: Honeybear and Mufasa, both of whom are now enjoying better health because of these
Barnwater supporters.
And many many thanks to our Angel Accountant Gretchen Koehler, CPA (303-748-7537) for doing
BCRO taxes, state and federal, for only a kiss and a hug!
Our Cat Habitat Gets Beautiful New Grass: The Barnwater
cats would like to personally thank Lora Mozer who spent
hundreds of dollars getting beautiful new grass planted in the
cat habitat in July 2012. Both Linette Erickson and Lora spent
many hours and a LOT of money overseeing the replacement
of the sparse dry patches of grass with plush emerald green
carpets of grass and watering hoses that now water the entire
habitat. There are no words with which to thank you properly,
so here's a big, huge MEOW from all of the cats and from
Kris. This summer, you were our angels in so many ways . . .
rides to the doctor, monetary donations, new grass, new
watering system . . . wow. You are amazing!
The cat run with bare patches that resisted all
reseeding attempts. Photo by Kris Field.

View of the new grass being put in. Shannon and Honeybear enjoying lush green grass in the cat habitat thanks to Linette
and Lora. Photos by Kris Field.
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The Lauretta Boyd Charitable Trust just approved a gift to Barnwater Cats Rescue Organization.
This wonderful grant will help pay for medical costs and shelter food. We are speechless with
gratitude. This letter was received October 23, just in time for the newsletter, so Kris will write
more about this in the next issue. Thank you Board of Trustees, thank you Lauretta Boyd, thank
you Elizabeth DiPaolo for working on this grant tirelessly and for suggesting and submitting it to
the remarkable Trust. The Board of Trustees is composed of Dr. Arlene D. Anderson, Dr.
Donna Valori, Robert H. Sondheim (Chairman) and Phillip A. Less (Legal Counsel). Thank
you, as always, Kitty Angels. And thank you from the many many cats whose lives will be saved
because of this amazing and generous grant gift!

THANKS AGAIN TO OUR PRINTER
Barnwater Cats gives a continuing big thanks to Bill Egan of Egan Printing for printing the newsletter.

Egan Printing Company
1245 Elati Street • Denver, CO 80204-3612 • 303-534-0171

NEW NON-PROFIT: LOVE
ANIMALS
Love Animals is a new non-profit that was
formed to increase donations made by the public
to animal welfare and wildlife conservation
non-profits. Currently they only receive 2% of
all giving in America.
Love Animals is developing a website that will
connect ordinary donors with specific animal
welfare projects. The website will provide
donors with an easy and convenient online
giving platform where they can choose from a
wide array of projects and control how their
donations are spent.
The website will also provide the non-profits-particularly small, isolated, rural organizations
that often lack visibility beyond the
communities in which they operate--an easy
way to showcase their projects most in need of
funding. Through Love Animals, every donor
will find a project that inspires them and every
non-profit will find donors to help them achieve
their mission. To see a demonstration version of
the website, please visit
www.LoveAnimals.org/demo.

Reprinted from Good Samaritan's Pet Center's newsletter.
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UPDATE ON FOUR KATRINA CATS, by Carole Levin
[A few words from Kris: Carole and Bob Levin have been long-time supporters of Barnwater Cats and their
generosity and open hearts have helped many cats. In memory and in honor of all the kitties (and puppies) that
got left behind after Hurricane Katrina struck . . . the ones who never made it out of Mississippi or Louisiana,
the ones who died alone and afraid because the rescuers did not reach them in time . . . we did our very best to
save them all. But no matter what you do, you can never ever save them all. God bless them, animals and
rescuers alike. We honor you, we salute you, and always and forever, we cry for you.]
March 2, 2006 was our red-letter day. This is when we drove to Denver from Colorado Springs and fell in love
at first sight with some Katrina cat survivors at Kris's shelter. Yes, we adopted four of them, much to the
amazement of Kris. We have never regretted our mutual decision. There was something so appealing about each
of them. After what they'd endured and been through, it was time to give these remarkable cats a new lease on
life and shower them with love. They, in turn, have given back a thousand-fold in purrs and more. Of course, not
everyone can or wants to take in four cats, but it's really not a problem. You have to have more than one litter
box, food and water bowls, and stock up with their favorite brands of cat food. But they have developed a
wonderful support system and close-knit friendships. When you have a multi-cat household, there's always
somebody to chase and play tag with; somebody to share the sofa with; and most of all, no lonely days and
nights. Often, Kris has up for adoption littermates and nonrelated pals. It would be wonderful if someone
interested in one cat would also consider offering a home to their buddies. What they provide cannot be
measured in monetary value. It is pure love without compromise.

Sweet Pea. Photo by Carole Levin.

Let's begin with Sweet Pea. At six years, she's a roundish British Shorthair
mix with soft gray fur, a brick-colored nose, and valentine-shaped face.
She has compelling yellow-green eyes and large handlebar whiskers. Pea,
as we call her, is very independent and prefers her own company. Her
favorite toy, a polka dot mouse, is often carried about in her mouth. She
loves tummy strokes and daily brushings. Pea is my poetic muse. Often,
when I feel inspired to write a poem, Pea is nearby. No doubt, she is
transmitting in gurgly purrs her ideas. What fun it is to watch her as she
rolls about with one of their many catnip toys. Where she came from is
anybody's guess. She was found shortly after Katrina passed, walking
along a New Orleans boulevard unharmed, without a care in the world.
She had escaped death many times over, and through Kris' auspices began
her odyssey to our home. One of her pastimes is to watch the occasional
mule deer visitors that come into our backyard. She absolutely worships
these silent wild creatures as they sample leaves and other succulents.

Next is Metairie. He goes now by Metty. Like Pea, it's believed he originated in
the Ninth Ward, New Orlean's hardest-hit district, but his true background will
never be known. He was probably a waterfront stray or born to a freighter cat
mother who left him at a young age. Because of his tough streetwise existence,
Metty learned how to scrounge and avoid fights. Along the way, he developed
heartworms, rat mouth, mites and fleas. Katrina did him a favor. His life would
have ended otherwise. We figured he came into this world around New Year's
Day. [August 29, 2005.] After Katrina, he was placed in a temp shelter but
managed to escape. If he hadn't, we would have never known him. An Allied Cats
United rescuer found him near the French Quarter, his paws and tummy cut from
flying glass. Today, he's a handsome mackerel tabby with lively moss-green eyes,
a winning disposition, merry soul, and long tail, usually upright in a question
mark. Metty is the first to greet us at breakfast. He must have his daily brushings
before we provide their morning repasts. Ever the "diplocat," Metty's around if
there are hisses or somebody wants a sparring partner. I believe his purr box was
turned on at birth. He's constantly humming his unique kitty song. Being an active
tabby, he likes to be held but is a basic wiggler. He has triumphed over the most
adverse circumstances and made the journey into our heart of hearts.
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Metairie.
Photo by Carole Levin.

Ethan is a large tabby with golden eyes and very soft,
smooth fur. He has a white chin and orange-grey fur
with black stripes that form a target pattern on his
sides. He has a quiet, high-pitched voice and is very
mild mannered. He's a powerful jumper: he springs
onto the bathroom counter effortlessly and can leap
three feet straight up onto the back of an armchair.
Ethan is very affectionate, enjoys wrestling with
Metty, and will bump heads with Dudette and lick her
fur. When I'm eating or working on the computer, he
likes to jump on my lap to be petted. At night he loves
Ethan. Photo by Carole Levin.
to get under the bedcovers. Starting on one side, he
squirms across my stomach to the other side, and lies next to me for a few minutes, purring quietly. He was
found in a house trailer after Katrina and barely survived. As a result, he gets worried when we have high winds
and seems nervous when he sees people wearing wind-breakers (perhaps they remind him of the rescue workers
that handled him after the storm).
Dudette is a gorgeous black cat with mystic green eyes. Her fur is very
shiny and smooth, with a touch of white on her belly, and she has white
claws that make them easy to see when we clip them. She's about 6
years older than the others and is very loving and mild mannered. She's
slightly wary of Ethan but will assert herself and bat playfully at Sweet
Pea and Metty. Dudette was extremely skinny when Kris first got her.
Evidently she was very traumatized by the hurricane and had all but
given up. Finally she began eating again and gained her weight back.
When we took her home, she originally did not want to leave the
bedroom, but she finally got up her courage and now roams the rest of
the house like all the others. One of her favorite times is in the afternoon
when we open the front door and let the sunlight stream in through the
Dudette. Photo by Carole Levin.
screen door. Dudette likes to be picked up, held, and petted. She doesn't
try to squirm or wriggle away like the others do. At night she loves to
get under the covers and cuddle against my shoulder, purring very loudly (makes me fall asleep quickly). She is
so nice we would never hesitate to adopt another black cat; it's too bad they get such bad publicity.
If we hadn't taken all four of them, we wouldn't have known the four kinds of love each cat provides.
A Poem Carole Wrote to Honor Kris for These Four Katrina Cats:
Without you, our favored four wouldn't be in existence.
They came a long distance,
because you had the courage and fortitude
to say, " I'm here to give you safety and refuge,
and I shall be your respite until that appointed hour
when those that come through my door claim you forevermore."
Times are iron and evil hovers over us with dark wings,
But still the jays cry and sparrows chirp.
Remember my earlier admonition
that faraway, after the break of day,
silent enemies are unleashed at the very moment.
Old vendettas long suppressed now take center stage.
On and on they rage.
But you are safe under the angels' vigilance,
Why me you ask?
Because you dear, Kris, accepted the holiest of tasks
to save the most lowly from worse than hell,
and so, someday, you with angels shall dwell.
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NEW ARRIVALS AT RAINBOW BRIDGE
RAUL, by Erica Rambus
We said goodbye to the best
dog in the world last night and
he broke our hearts into a
million pieces when he left.
Raul had been my companion
for almost 14 years and I will
forever be grateful to the man
(my client) who relinquished
him to DAS that cold March
day. I never dreamed that this
boy would bring so much joy
Sweet Raul. Photos by Erica Rambus.
into our hearts and lives over
the years, and was in total denial that I would lose him one day. Raul was tired, his little body in need of a rest
from all the medication required to keep his heart pumping. In addition to his congestive heart failure, he had
lost his sight a few years ago but nothing seemed to slow him down. He loved life, his 4-legged and 2-legged
family as well as all his friends, and would have kept on going if I had asked him to. I could not ask for anything
more--it was perfect the way it was.
Farewell my darling--soar with the angels and come back to visit soon. We are grateful for the time we shared
and will continue to love and miss you more than we can say.

SCOOBY, by Terese Snowden
He couldn't eat. He had had about 200cc of blood aspirated from around
his heart just three days before. The vet was scheduled to come by the
next morning to put him down at our home. I got home from work and he
perked up, stronger than he had been in weeks!! He charged out of the
door wanting to go for a walk. We walked the four blocks to the park and
then home again. He had to lead the way, just like old times. We got
home and he ate ravenously. Then he had to lay down. He looked at me
almost apologetically, like "sorry Mom, I have to lay down now, I'm
really tired."
Then the next morning at 6 a.m. when we went out front like we always
did, he was wobbly. He went potty but then really couldn't walk back up
Dr. Terese Snowden and Scooby in
the tiny incline and steps into the house. We were stuck out there til the
the park during their last walk.
Photo by Jack Snowden.
vet came at about 8:45. But it was cool and not in the hot sun, and he
liked that spot the most anyway. He even went over to the corner to go
potty, and then he had to throw up, and even then walked over to a clean patch of grass. I talked with him and
told him it was OK to go, we would be all right. He finally calmed down. I had to help him to lay down because
he couldn't even do that. Even as the vet was there and telling me he was kind of in a coma, Scooby lifted his
head up to look at me and wag his tail. Right up til the end he was a love and a gentleman. Making things easy
on us. So selfless and kind to his last moments. Such an amazing soul.

NORMAN
Beloved kitty of Eileen Knudson and Mick Schwartz, who left them on July 30, 2012.

SUSIE
Sweet, gentle basset hound, loved and missed by Carole and Bill Horton.

KITTY FITZGERALD
Beloved "daughter cat" of Garth and Katherine Fitzgerald.
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IN MEMORIAM
Roger Whelen, a great cat lover, who died in June 2012 and is survived by his wife Diana and family and the
two cats he so adored, Gracie and Jenny.

Christine Curran Blue, by Kris Field. Christine died of cancer
in May 2012. After Hurricane Katrina, I came down with another
rescue member of our emergency team from Barnwater Cats and
we went to Waveland to help out at the shelter and to bring back
cats to Colorado (7 of them) that would have been otherwise
euthanized. At that time, I was taken to her store named Bayou
Country by a local friend, that (after Katrina) was just about the
ONLY employer left in Slidell, Louisiana. Every year thereafter
we came down to help with the animals, and Christine and I
formed a great friendship. She always gave us discounts and free
lunches or something equally memorable. Her greatest joy (other
than her immediate family) was her family of employees and her
store, and after that the birds. She was so happy when the birds
started coming back after Katrina . . . She will be sorely missed.
Christine and Kris, December 2006.
Even after Christine's death, her staff continued with her rescue
Photo by Val Spencer.
efforts. A pair of feral cats at the store recently had a litter of five
kittens. They've all been trapped. Mama was spayed and relocated
to the local "Cat Colony." Dad was released elsewhere. The kittens turned out to be very cuddly and have gone
to good homes, all except one. So, there is still one adorable kitten for adoption at Bayou Country in Slidell,
Louisiana. If you are interested in adopting this special kitten, please contact Elise at 985-649-3264.

IN HONOR OF CYRUS
Sweet Cyrus was rescued by Terri Doolittle from Lakeside Amusement Park, along with her only surviving
kitten (fox got the others?). The kitten went to Cat Care Society, but Terri kept Cyrus when she realized that
Cyrus was a tame, not a feral cat. As Terri writes: "I have had her ever since…it has been almost 10 years. We
guesstimate she is around 12-14 years old. (She won't tell me, ladies don't tell their ages!) I cherish each moment
that I have left with her." Cyrus is suffering from a rare bladder tumor and we send her and her family many
prayers and angels.

Cyrus Doolittle through the ages: from six years ago to now. Cyrus is the beloved kitty girl belonging to Terri Doolittle,
wonderful rescuer of cats. Photos by Terri Doolittle.

MAIL, EMAIL, NO MAIL?
Because of ever increasing costs of postage and printing, the Board of Directors of Barnwater Cats has
decided to cut costs by sending the newsletter electronically to as many people as possible and to limit
mailing the newsletter to only those who prefer a hard copy. So, if you receive a hard copy but an
electronic copy would suffice, please let us know by writing to the Editor Eluise at eluise@bod.net.
Likewise, if you do not want the newsletter at all, please let us know that too. This will save us
hundreds of dollars that can be better spent on sick and injured kitties. Thanks!
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Plaque presented to Evergreen
Animal Protective League in
appreciation of its work during the
Lower North Fork Fire this spring
(signed by Lori Geres, Regional
Volunteer Services Director, and
Kris Field in her capacity as PetAid
Lead for the American Red Cross,
Mile High Chapter).
Photo by Kris Field.

THE FOREVER CAT, by Kris Field
Alexander Bojangles, stellar cat of my universe:
Quickly I hitched my lonely, human heart
To your gentle, tabby soul.
And what a glorious journey.
We traveled the circumference of the galaxies
And danced the radius of the stars-Laughing, loving, sharing . . .
Intertwining our worlds like ivy-colored moss;
And even now, as the region of teardrops draws
near;
I know that we shall go on forever:
For time is but a Tinsel Gypsy,
Framing the spaces of where we've been.
And, in the softness of the morning light,
I offer this simple prayer;
Please God, never let us end.

Alexander Bojangles and Kris,
many years ago.
Photo by Dr. Linda East.

Mr. Bojangles, the Forever Cat.
Photo by Kris Field.

THE DOLLY STORY: The next issue will include the story of the
amazing rescue of a ragdoll cat named Dolly, renamed "Chai." Hers was
one of the most complicated cat rescues in our history. There are many
people to thank, among them Lisa Mendelsberg of Colorado Animal
Rescue Express who donated money, Kellie Cremer who fostered Dolly,
and Jeannine Donahoe who donated money and linked us to Dolly's
eventual forever mom, Valerie Crites. Her dramatic story will be in the
next issue.
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